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Brough of Birsay

Investigation 1 - Mithraic and Celtic beliefs

Each of the 28 Stones in the listings below variously has carvings of Pictish-Mithraic Symbols and 

carvings of Animals, Birds and Fish which are known to have been revered in Celtic beliefs - some 

of which also have Roman associations. The intent is to determine whether these latter carvings 

may represent Celtic beliefs or have a Roman context (military or mythology) - or otherwise - 

then to assess if the meaning of such a carved object is complementary to the Mithraic decodes 

or, alternatively, if the Shared Space suggests an acceptance of beliefs. 

Craigmyle

Drumbuie 2

Inchyra

Stone Name Pictish -

Mithraic

Animal / Bird / Fish
Undecoded 

/ Ogham

Percylieu, Clatt

Tillytarmont 4

Kintore Churchyard

Tyrie

Inveravon 1

Keillor

Dunrobin

Easterton of Roseisle

Objects decoded as Pictish-Mithraic are described in "Mithraism & Pictish Symols"; the animals, 

birds and fish seen on these Stones are listed in "Carvings". New Bigging (rectangle symbol), 

Rhynie Old Church 1 (cup marks) and Upper Manbean (fish monster) - have "undecoded" 

carvings i.e. objects not deciphered as Pictish-Mithraic or otherwise. Inchyra has an Ogham 

Celtic 

attributes

Roman 

context

Edderton

Fyvie 2

Strathmiglo
Strathpeffer

Tillytarmont 1

Knockando 2

Upper Manbean

Knocknagael

Knowe of Burrian

Newbigging, Leslie

Keith Hall

Rhynie, Craw Stane

Rhynie Old Church 1

Types of Carved Objects

Aberlemno Roadside 1

Birnie



Each of these 28 Stones has carved objects indicated in italics.

Location

Eagle

Each of the three P-M Symbols has a decode that can, in part, be connected with the others on 

this Stone - the zodiac, the universe and beyond to heaven with Capricorn as the gateway. The 

eagle has Celtic belief attributes; a further interpretation is as man's connection to the divine. A 

Shared Space is possible but maybe not just to a Celtic belief but another spiritual one as well. As 

the Eagle is on the ubiquitous Roman Army Standard this opens up (for consistency of 

interpretation) the prospect of a Roman presence in the Orkneys that previously has not been 

considered when researching the history of the Pictish Symbol Stones.                                                                                                          

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

SerpentZ-Rod & Double Disc, Mirror, 

Comb

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

Aberlemno Roadside 1

Eternal life, regeneration and life beyond the grave as Celtic meanings for the Serpent are 

consistent, in terms of belief, with the P-M Symbol decodes of heaven beyond the tangible 

universe, steps to heaven and the Capricorn gateway to heaven. Mithraic explanations for the 

serpent include the Milky Way and the Hydra Constellation. In Roman context, snakes (serpents) 

were seen as tokens of life beyond the grave. Collectively the carvings could be complementary 

between Celtic and P-M meaning plus Roman mythology extending to serpents in the Caduceus 

carried by Mercury the messenger of the gods. Alternatively all the carvings could be P-M only 

with the serpent having several decodes.

Birnie

Brough of Birsay EagleMirror Case, V-Rod & Crescent, 

Pictish Beast

    Pictish-Mithraic (P-M) Symbol   ↓

Note:- P-M = Pictish-Mithraic   as decoded in Mithraic Symbols Identified and Decoded

 ↓  Animal, bird or fish

Analysis and Evaluation - for Each Stone

Evaluation - either a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs or P-M only 

(because of the P-M serpent decode) but both with a Roman mythology context.

Z-Rod & Notched Rectangle

Considering the Notched Rectangle part of the P-M Symbol showing the layout of a Mithraeum 

as used by members of the Roman military, there is, by association, a case for the Eagle equating 

to that seen by military personnel on Roman Army Standards. Celtic Attributes for the eagle do 

not seem to link with an interpretation of the Z-Rod.

https://pictishsymbolstones.com/mithraic-symbols-identified-and-decoded/


Craigmyle

Goose, Salmon

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs.

Notched Crescent, V-Rod & 

Crescent, Mirror, Comb

SerpentTuning Fork

Although listed in the RCAHMS "Pictish Symbol Stones of Scotland" book as Notched Rectangle 

this faint carving is more like a Tuning Fork which is decoded as symbolising the view into a 

Roman Mithraeum. A relationship with any Celtic meaning for the serpent is not at all obvious - 

so less likely a complementary Shared Space but one of acceptance. With snakes (serpents) in 

Roman belief seen as tokens of life beyond the grave there may be a connection between the 

temple purpose of the Mithraeum.

Dandaleith Eagle

Easterton of Roseisle

Tuning Fork, Mirror, Comb

Z-Rod & Notched Rectangle, 

Mirror, V-Rod & Crescent
As the Eagle is on the ubiquitous Roman Army Standard maybe this reinforces the Roman 

background to the Notched Rectangle in P-M representing the layout of a Roman Mithraeum.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

From the detail of its tail and scales the fish is considered to be a salmon. This Stone may be part 

of Drumbuie 1, together covering a cist-like structure. Each of the three P-M Symbols has a 

decode that links them - universe, zodiac and soul travel. The salmon in Celtic mythology can 

represent wisdom and esoteric knowledge; maybe this can be associated with physical aspects of 

the Salmon's travel and life cycle (from birth to death). Prospectively a strong linkage between 

the beliefs so any Sharing could be less on the basis of acceptance but more complementary.                                                               

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs.

Salmon

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. There could be a 

connection between the Mithraeum representation and a Roman mythology context.

Dunrobin Salmon

Assuming the fish is a salmon with wisdom and esoteric knowledge plus physical aspects of its 

travel and life cycle (from birth to death) with the Mirror and Comb representing aspects of the 

universe, zodiac and soul travel there does appear to be a complementary Celtic / P-M linkage. 

The Tuning Fork symbolising a view into a Roman Mithraeum relates to the other P-M symbols 

but not the Celtic. Found in 1854 it formed the capstone of a cist.

Mirror Case, Mirror, CombDrumbuie 2

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs.

Forming part of an irregular cist complete with evidence of burial, the case for the carvings 

reflecting religious beliefs seems to be high. One side of the Stone has clear P-M symbols with 

soul and its travel connotations. The Notched Crescent has not yet been decoded.  The salmon in 

Celtic mythology can represent wisdom and esoteric knowledge; maybe this can be associated 

with physical aspects of the Salmon's travel and life cycle (from birth to death). At minimum, two 

sets of beliefs seem to have been favourably accommodated.



This Stone was found with boulders covering an inhumation burial. A salmon is carved on each 

side with an Ogham inscription on one narrow side and the top. With the clearly P-M carvings 

together on one side with a salmon (perhaps with some "wisdom" linkage) this leaves the 

serpent requiring interpretation. It points in the same direction as the salmon perhaps 

suggesting rebirth or regeneration in Celtic belief terms. The Romans saw snakes (serpents) as 

tokens of life beyond the grave. A Celtic / P-M Shared Space is apparent. If the Ogham is a later 

addition then the carver had no conflict with whatever the existing carvings meant.                                                                                                                                                              

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs maybe with a Roman 

mythology context.

Fyvie 2

Double Disc, Tuning Fork, Mirror Salmon x 2, SerpentInchyra

Edderton SalmonZ-Rod & Double Disc

Z-Rod & Double Disc

Not only does the Eagle have Celtic attributes of wisdom and "knowledge of magic" plus the 

wider belief of it being man's connection with the divine, it is also the emblem on the ubiquitous 

Roman Army Standard - adding additional  context. The Z-Rod & Double Disc is rich in Mithraic 

symbolism.

Eagle

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

Perhaps there was a purpose behind the direction of the fish (appears to be a salmon) and one 

arm of the Z-Rod - maybe Cautes as a symbol of life but anything complementary is speculative.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs.



Keith Hall Salmon

Kintore Churchyard

Wolf

The P-M symbols complement one another - zodiac, universe, heaven, steps to heaven. Arguably 

a linking between physical aspects of the Salmon's travel and life cycle (from birth to death) with 

the concept of the P-M spiritual travel of the soul.

Z-Rod & Double Disc,  Mirror, 

Comb

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs.

With the Triple Disc & Bar and Salmon on one side and the Pictish Beast and V-Rod & Crescent 

on the other maybe pairs of "animal" to geometric object associations are suggested. However, 

in P-M belief, the V-Rod, Beast and Triple Disc are connected - soul travel from and to heaven in 

both the V-Rod and Triple Disc with the Beast as Capricorn representing the return gateway. 

Arguably a linking between physical aspects of the Salmon's travel and life cycle (from birth to 

death) with the concept of the P-M spiritual travel of the soul. Sketches of both sides of this slab 

are on the next page.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

There are soul and its travel connotations with the three P-

M symbols - zodiac, universe, steps to heaven - 

complemented perhaps by the Eagle with its "knowledge 

of magic" or its flying high and making man's connection 

with heaven. The very clear style and depth of the lines 

plus the "dots" very much suggest the carving was done by 

one person. With its deep incise and clarity perhaps this 

Stone is not as old as other Class 1 Stones; maybe the 

carving has been recut. Aligning Celtic belief attributes 

with the interpretation of the P-M objects is tenuous. As 

the Eagle is on the ubiquitous Roman Army Standard 

perhaps a local past presence is a possibility.                                                                                             

EagleMirror Case, Mirror, CombInveravon 1

SalmonTriple Disc & Bar, V-Rod & 

Crescent, Pictish Beast

Z-Rod & Double Disc, Mirror, 

Comb

Keillor

Standing on a mound in which several cists containing urns have been found, Celtic attributes for 

the Wolf (cunning, intelligent, read signs of nature) have no connection with the three P-M 

carvings which symbolically link to one another.                                                                                              

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs.



Evaluation - either a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs or P-M only 

(because of the P-M serpent decode) but both with a Roman mythology context.

Boar

Being at the top of this Stone the belief in man's connection with the divine because the Eagle 

flies higher than any other bird tends to strengthen this interpretation - but this may be a 

relatively modern attribution. However, by adding the P-M V-Rod representing the travel of the 

soul plus the Mirror representing the Zodiac and in this design the connection with the Double 

Disc (seeming like a mirror handle), with the overlap point being the Capricorn gateway, then 

some form of spiritually Shared Space is a possibility. 

This Stone also has a flower (there are 2 on Class 1 and 7 on Class 2 Stones with, so far, 

undefined meaning). Like Aberlemno Roadside 1 the Serpent is at the top of the Stone but with 

the flower's presence the Possibly Celtic object is not adjacent to the P-M objects perhaps 

suggesting the Serpent is not in a P-M symbol context. However, there could be a link with the 

meaning of the Mirror and Comb with another Roman meaning of the Serpent as a token of life 

beyond the grave. Not a P-M only example but an acceptance of beliefs.

Serpent

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If the Boar was 

intended as a representation of a Roman legion's emblem perhaps there were people from the 

Roman military in this geography.

Knockando 2

Knocknagael

Knowe of Burrian

Mirror, Comb

V-Rod & Crescent, Mirror

Kintore Churchyard 

both sides of slab

Mirror Case

Celtic attributes for the Boar include royalty, bravery, prowess in battle, cunning, ferocious 

nature; it was the emblem for 3 Roman Legions, significantly XX Valeria Victrix which served in 

the Septimius Severus Caledonian campaign. Mirror Case elements represent the rock birth of 

Mithras and his supporting the universe by holding the Zodiac. There are arguments for this 

Stone having a Roman Army association with a legion object but also Shared Space considering 

the Celtic attributes for the Boar.

Eagle



Knowe of Burrian - continued

Rhynie, Craw Stane

From the triangular shapes at the broken top of the Stone it has been considered there was a 

fish (prospectively the lower part of a Salmon) carving. A wide range of detail in the so-called 

Horseshoe / Arch designs makes them difficult to decode but the general shape suggests (as a P-

M decode) a view into or out of a Mithraeum.

No other Stone has a carving quite like the "Beast's Head" which may represent a dog (revered in 

Celtic belief) and otter (perhaps as it is shown with short front legs) - an alternative is a not well 

executed carving of a Pictish Beast. The P-M Symbols are complementary to one another in 

terms of meaning but bear no relationship with the "Beast's Head". It is not possible to 

convincingly align the object with anything that represents Celtic beliefs. This Stone also has 

some cup markings which are not decoded.
Evaluation - not a Shared Space for different beliefs - P-M only.

Rhynie, Old Church 1 Beast's Head (Dog / Otter)

SalmonPictish Beast

V-Rod & Crescent, Mirror, Comb, 

Z-Rod & Double Disc

Salmon

Newbigging, Leslie

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs.

Evaluation - a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs.

Kintore Churchyard, Edderton and Dunrobin Stones also 

have the Salmon carved at the top. If the Salmon's wisdom 

is based on its ability to exist in salt and fresh water and to 

return to its spawning grounds where it dies then a linkage 

exists with the Pictish Beast which, as Capricorn, marks the 

gateway on the return path to heaven on death. Therefore,  

physical aspects of the Salmon's travel and life cycle could 

specifically be paralleled with the concept of the spiritual 

travel of the soul.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

Percylieu, Clatt Horse-shoe

As the Eagle is on the ubiquitous Roman Army Standard this opens up (for consistency of 

interpretation) the prospect of a Roman presence in the Orkneys that previously has not been 

considered when researching the history of the Pictish Symbol Stones.

WolfMirror, Comb and Decorated 

Rectangle
This fragment of red granite with two clear P-M Symbols - the Mirror and Comb - and an as yet 

undecoded Decorated Rectangle also has a Wolf with Celtic attributes of "cunning, intelligent 

and reads signs of nature". Certainly not complementary carvings but perhaps acceptance of 

beliefs - a similar rationale as that for Keillor.                                                                                                                   

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs.



If the Eagle here is taken in the context of the 

Roman Army Standard maybe it is reaffirming 

their belief in some afterlife with the soul, on 

death, returning to heaven via the "gate" that 

is marked by Capricorn (in Pictish Mithraic 

terms the Pictish Beast). As a Celtic symbol 

maybe the Eagle is in a Shared Space within a 

context of accepting different beliefs.

Eagle

Tuning Fork

Evaluation - not a Shared Space for different beliefs - P-M only.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

GooseMirror, Mirror Case

Strathmiglo

Strathpeffer

Tillytarmont 1

A clear linkage is not obvious between the Eagle's Celtic attributes and the Horseshoe / Arch as a 

representation of a) a view into the Roman Mithraeum and b) the Celestial Sphere. However, the 

spiritual view of the Eagle as man's connection to the divine fits well with the use of the 

Mithraeum as a place for pursuing Mithraic beliefs. As the Eagle is on the ubiquitous Roman 

Army Standard maybe this one reinforces the Roman background to the Horseshoe depicting the 

Roman Mithraeum.

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

Tillytarmont 4

Celtic attributes for the Goose include hearth and home; other symbolism for the Goose is not 

Celtic specific nor is a Roman context apparent. Unusually the Mirror here is shown without its 

usual co-symbol, the Comb, and both Mirror and Mirror Case have similar P-M Symbolic 

elements - universe, zodiac etc. Maybe the Goose has no interpretative significance related to a 

belief and is just a carving of a bird that could have been seen in the area.                                                                                                                                   

Evaluation - not a Shared Space for different beliefs - P-M only.

Messenger/guide from the other-worlds, vision, thorough and patient are Celtic attributes for 

the Deer in addition to life, power, virility and longevity - it may be doubtful that these would 

have extended to a carving of the head alone. Although categorised in the RCAHMS book on 

"Pictish Symbol Stones in Scotland" as a "Disc with Notched Rectangle" the carved object better 

aligns with the so-called Tuning Fork that in P-M terms symbolises a view into a Roman 

Mithraeum. There is nothing complementary between the two carvings and with the difficulty in 

determining what the Deer's Head might represent there is no case for determining the space 

was shared in way of acceptance of different beliefs.

Pictish Beast

EagleHorse-shoe

Deer's Head



No. Stones

A 6

B 1

C 4

D 1

E 10

F 3

G 3

Evaluation - a Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a Roman Eagle 

representation was intended perhaps there were people from the Roman military in this 

geography.

Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs plus a 

Roman mythology context.

Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs. If a 

Roman Eagle representation was intended perhaps there were people 

from the Roman military in these geographies:- Birnie; Brough of Birsay; 

Dandaleith; Fyvie 2; Inveravon 1; Knowe of Burrian; Strathpeffer; 

Tillytarmont 4 and Tyrie. Plus Knocknagael with its Boar carving.

Not a Shared Space for different beliefs - P-M only i.e. Rhynie Old 

Church 1, Strathmiglo and Tillytarmont 1.

From the analyses by Stone, there are 7 Evaluation outcomes:-

Shared Space with implied acceptance of Celtic and P-M beliefs.

Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs.

Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs plus a Roman 

mythology context.

Evaluation - either a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs or P-M only 

(because of the P-M serpent decode) but both with a Roman mythology context.

Z-Rod & Notched Rectangle

Mirror, Comb and Fish MonsterUpper Manbean Serpent

Either a Shared Space for complementary Celtic and P-M beliefs or P-M 

only (because of the P-M serpent decode) but both with a Roman 

mythology context.

Evaluation Outcomes

Confusingly sometimes called the "Raven" Stone, more like an Eagle but also referred to as a 

Goose. With the Notched Rectangle part of the P-M Symbol showing the layout of a Mithraeum 

used by members of the Roman military, there is, by association, a case for the Eagle being of 

the style seen on Roman Army Standards.

EagleTyrie

Sufficiently well weathered to raise doubt about the Fish Monster carving such that it might be 

two separate carvings  - a fish together with a wolf's or dog's head; arguably undecoded. With 

the Serpent potentially having Celtic and/or Roman contexts and the Mirror and Comb being P-

M Symbols this Stone could have more than one evaluation.



Boar 1 11
Deer's Head 1 1
Dog / Otter 1 2

Eagle 9 14

Goose 1 6

Salmon 10 4

Serpent 5 1

Wolf 2 4

6

6

3

At Kintore, Churchyard the Stone (described as a block of granite) was found below ground level 

in the kirkyard, placed flat over a grave, and subsequently erected in a new stone base on the 

south side of the church in 1854; whether it was upright and reused as a gravestone or originally 

formed part of a cist is unclear.

Mirror Case

Pictish Beast

Triple Disc & Bar

Tuning Fork

V-Rod & Crescent

Z-Rod & Double Disc

Z-Rod & Notched 

Having Celtic, other belief and Roman Army associations, the evaluation of the Eagle depends 

very much on context by Stone. For example, because an Eagle is placed with what is the 

representation of the layout of a Roman Mithraeum on the Birnie, Dandaleith and Tyrie Stones 

there is a case for a strong Roman connection because the Eagle is seen on the Roman Army 

Standard. With components of the Z-Rod & Double Disc having several Mithraic explanations the 

Symbol's positioning with the Eagle on the Fyvie 2 Stone also reinforces the Army connection. 

However, because of the range of P-M Symbols on some other Stones the evaluation is less sure -   

either Shared Space or P-M only. The number of Eagle occurrences might indicate its popularity 

in more than one set of beliefs. 

Whilst the Salmon can be considered to be in a Shared Space because of its Celtic attributes the 

strength of association from "complementary" to "implied acceptance" is variable by context. 

For example, Percylieu where the fish is only assumed to be a salmon is arguably "implied 

acceptance" whereas Inchyra with a range of meanings clearly places that Stone in the 

"complementary" category. 

Another object with both possibly Celtic and P-M only meaning is the Serpent giving evaluations 

ranging from "either Shared Space with Celtic and P-M meaning or P-M only" to the more 

conclusive "implied acceptance" of beliefs.

Mirror

Analysis of Occurrences of Objects - across all 28 Stones

Although the individual Evaluations above have shown which Stones appear to have been used 

as a Shared Space on a per-Stone basis, the following table prompts questions regarding the 

possible reasons for the higher occurrence of some objects and any inter-relationships. The 

numbers are totals of occurrences of objects across all 28 Stones:-
Animal, bird or fish Decoded as Pictish-Mithraic

Comb

Double Disc

Horse-shoe



The range of Evaluation Outcomes highlights the difficulty in determining whether what might 

possibly be Celtic animal, bird and fish objects actually are, then in evaluating whether those and 

the Pictish-Mithraic objects occupy a Shared Space. Having clear Celtic and Mithraic meaning the 

Serpent object has been particularly difficult to assess. In addition, the Eagle has a Celtic 

attribute and Roman military context. Of the 28 Stones with decoded P-M carvings only 7 seem 

to have been carved with the Celtic and P-M Symbols specifically being complementary 

(Outcomes A and B together). Implied acceptance of different beliefs, rather than symbols being 

complementary, predominates (a potential 15 Stones - Outcomes C, D and E together) offset by 

3 others where the context suggests only P-M belief is being portrayed.   Because of the Serpent, 

3 Stones - Aberlemno Roadside 1, Knockando 2 and Upper Manbean - are in the "either Shared 

Space with Celtic and P-M meanings or P-M only". 

Further investigation shows that 4 slabs with salmon carvings are recorded as having been found 

associated with burials - Drumbuie as part of a cist-like structure, Dunrobin as a capstone of a 

cist, Easterton of Roseisle as part of an irregular cist and Inchyra associated with a series of 

boulders covering an inhumation burial. Perhaps the slabs were deliberately carved with objects 

from two beliefs - Mithraic and Celtic - with the specific purpose of being placed with the 

deceased. If "complementary" Shared Space is a correct evaluation this opens up several lines of 

questioning such as a) in the time period of P-M belief and Celtic belief were slabs used in 

creating or marking a burial place, b) could this indicate acceptability of practicing more than one 

belief (especially with after-death connotations), c) were such slabs just convenient construction 

material etc.? This will be reconsidered once all the Investigations into Mithraic /  Celtic / 

Christian permutations are evaluated.

Observations and Conclusions

The "top 5" carvings for all Pictish Symbol Stones are the V-Rod & Crescent, Mirror, Z-Rod & 

Double Disc, Pictish Beast and Comb. For the 28 Stones in this investigation the occurrences of 

carvings of the V-Rod & Crescent are disproportionately low and those of the Comb and Mirror 

disproportionally high but this could be a function of comparing Stones from a specific sample 

with all Stones. On the surface there is not much to read into these figures.

Often the animal, bird and fish carvings are physically located in amongst P-M objects. Initially 

this suggested some sort of integration but for some of the Stones the particular object is 

considered to be in a "Pictish-Mithraic context / meaning only". Conversely some of the objects 

considered to have been placed to represent a Celtic belief could have served a purpose to 

explain a P-M Symbol (e.g. the Salmon and its life cycle and the P-M travel of the soul).



As a "bigger picture" round up this investigation has shown the difficulty in deciding whether the 

early Pictish Symbol Stones were created by people incoming to the "Pictish" geography for their 

own use (perhaps "stayers" from a withdrawing Roman military as suggested in the Pictish-

Mithraism texts), if some of the indigenous population somehow had access to and "acquired" 

the Mithraic beliefs or if there was a sharing of beliefs or, at minimum, mutual acceptance. These 

outcomes will be further considered with the output from all the Investigations.

This selection of 28 Stones (of possibly Celtic animals, birds and fish with Pictish-Mithraic 

Symbols) contains the least complex combination of different sources of carved objects on 

Pictish Symbol Stones. Understanding whether there has been a deliberate intent to share the 

space on any individual Stone is, however, made complicated by some objects possibly having 

meaning in both Celtic and Mithraic beliefs (and, in some cases, other beliefs). 

Nonetheless, an overview is that three quarters (21) of the Stones considered do act as a Shared 

Space for both beliefs. Of those, the evaluation is that "implied acceptance" of the different 

beliefs in the same space is greater than their maybe being complementary. However, if the 

evaluations are correct, it is significant that two beliefs could be successfully accommodated on 

the same Stone - there is no evidence of deliberate defacing or wholesale removal. That opens 

up a whole sociological consideration that is beyond the intent of this current research. 

Considering the very clear style and depth of lines plus the "dots" on the Inveravon 1 Stone it 

seemed apparent that the carving was done by one person. Relooking at the other 23 Shared 

Space instances it was apparent that the style and depth of lines were generally consistent by 

Stone irrespective of object. Whilst the carvings, in such cases, had potentially been done by one 

person what is unclear is whether that carver had personal familiarity with the objects or if they 

had been instructed by one or more people (representing each belief).

Outside the Shared Space categories are those carvings which have a lack of connection or 

relevance and those where the context has a strong Roman thread i.e. Symbols decoded as P-M 

plus an item from a Roman Standard. Of the latter, 6 of the 7 "P-M Only" Stones have an Eagle 

which was on the Roman Army Standard - reinforcing the prospect that the early Stones were 

created by military people who may have wished to include their emblem.


